ABSTRACT: Algorithm of binary {-1, 1} group-complementary sequences direct construction for any sequences length N is suggested. On the base of these sequences the signals with very wide frequency bandwidth may be constructed (up to the ultra wideband (UWB) signals). Synthesized sequences may found their application in radar and communication.
INTRODUCTION
A pair of finite binary sequences of the same length with the sum of their autocorrelation functions equals zero was introduced by Golay with connection with study of infrared spectrometry in [1, 2, 3] . These sequences are called a pair of complementary sequences. Generalized complementary sequences were considered in [4] . These generalized complementary sequences, named groupcomplementary sequences, may contain more than two sequences and find their applications in radar [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and communication [20, 21] . The properties of complementary sequences and their relation to other types of codes were investigated by several authors in [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 22] and in survey article [22] . The problems for further resolving were pointed in [23] . A pair of finite binary complementary sequences doesn't exist for any lengths of sequences. The necessary condition for existence a pair of finite binary complementary sequences had been specified in [3] . Latter, necessary condition was extended to the cases of Group-complementary sequences [4] . Next extension to the complementary sequences with the mismatched filtering were done in [8, 11, 12, 13] , where filter design problem was addressed for a given set of sequences with the considered signal-tonoise losses constraints and complementary properties. At the approach [8, 11] no other types of interference were supposed. The number of equations to be solved in [8] was equal to PN +2N -1, where Pnumber sequences in set, N -length of each sequence. In [12, 13] another approach for the filter design with the considered signal-to-noise losses constraints and complementary properties was suggested, where only NP equations are needed to be solved. Most importantly, this approach not only allows for signalto-noise ratio maximization, but also provides a possibility for interfering reflection suppression with given range-velocity distribution. Also synthesis of sequence code-filter pairs under additional constraints with group complementary properties is suggested in [12] . The necessary condition for a sequence code-filter set to be complementary, under the mismatched filter conditions was obtained in [12] . It should be noted that the classical Golay complementary pair does not exist for odd N, but does exist for the mismatched case. In [13] demonstrated the efficiency of suggested approach to the filter synthesis under additional constraints with group-complementary properties on the base of numerical calculations. It was shown that signal-to-noise ratio loses is decrease with increasing memory of optimizing filters in set. Methods of sequences and corresponding mismatched (in common case) filters synthesis, which worked out in [12] and provides complementary properties, relates to the direct methods of sequences and filters construction. Those direct construction methods give the possibility to obtain sequences and corresponding filters with complementary properties for any given length. Besides in [12, 13] were suggested the recursive constructions of new sets of sequences and filters on the base of known sets of sequences and filters with complementary properties without any additional calculations. The counting of filters, which provides the tolerance for Doppler shifts together with proper choosing the order of sequences and corresponding filter dislocation was considered in [14] . Design of the binary complementary sequences under matched filtering more frequently is provided by recursive constructions. It is known only one method for direct construction in condition of match sequences filtering, suggested by Golay [3] . But it was worked out for the sequences with lengths N= Thou essentially restricted the possibility of practical using of this approach. It not only couldn't be use for odd N, but also for most of even N either. For example it couldn't be used for N=6; 10; 12; 14; 18; 20; 22; 24; 26 and so on. In paper [20] was given a particularly compact description of this construction by using Algebraic Normal Forms.
In this paper we present the direct construction method for binary complementary sequences under matched filtering for any sequences lengths N. Choosing N big enough one can get signals with big product time length on frequency bandwidth, so can get UWB signals with complementary properties.
DIRECT CONSTRACTION
Set of P sequences (length N)
, which for providing group-complementary properties may be derived by the next way:
, for n=0, n=1; p=1  P, P= (2), (1) 
for considered example N=3; P=4 have the form :
The aperiodic auto-correlation function of
we have: 
To matrix, getting by this way (7) (5), (7) and (8) we have:
The sum of auto-correlation functions for all rows can be written as: . Considering (7), expression (10) may be rewritten in the next form: 
Compare with (6) . Thus, group-complementary property of binary sequences for N+1 is proved.
So, expressions (1), (2) for direct construction of binary sequences with group-complementary property are true for any sequences length N .
REDUCTION OF THE NUMBER SEQUENCES IN SET
Above-cited direct method of construction gives the possibility to get binary sequences with groupcomplementary property for any length N. The number of sequences in set for that is equal . It does mean that the set of sequences with length N are group-complementary. But inside of this set exist a lot another sets with the same lengths and with less number sequences in them. For example if N=4, so P=8. Sequences with order numbers p=3 and p=5 create complementary pair, the same for p=2 and p=8. Sequences with order numbers p=1, p=4, p=6, p=7 create the group-complementary set of four signals, and with order numbers p=1, p=3, p=4, p=5, p=6, p=7 -of six signals. For N=5, the number of sequences is P=16. Sequences with order numbers p=2, p=5, p=10, p=13 create the group-complementary set of four signals; the same we have for sequences with order numbers p=3, p=8, p=11, p=16. Sequences with order numbers p=1, p=4, p=6, p=7, p=9, p=12, p=14, p=15 create group-complementary set of eight signals. And so on. For N=7 we have P=64 and will discuss only a part of sequences with reduction number signals in a set. Sequences with order numbers p=5, p=27, p=50,  p=59; p=17, p=23, p=45, p=47; p=5, p=12, p=50, p=53;  p=2, p=14, p=47, p=58; p=8, p=9, p=19, p=30, p=34, p=47, p=53, p=60;  p=1, p=12, p=23, p=30, p=40, p=45, p=50, p=59 ; create group complementary sets which contain eight signals in each. Using given length and corresponding order numbers one can get the group-complementary sequences on the base of expressions (2) and (1). For example, in the case of sequences length N=7 and order numbers sequences in set p=17, p=23, p=45, p=47; which mentioned above, on the base (2), (1) 11111-111-111-1-1-1-1-11-1-1-1-11] [11-11111-1-1-11-1111-111-11-1-1-11]  [11-11111-1-1-11-1111-1-1-11-1111-1] .
For N=26 can be demonstrated a few set with group-complementary property which been contained in general set:
The set with two sequences in it   [111-1-1111-11-1-11-11-11-1-111-11111]  [111-1-1111-11-1-1-1-1-11-111-1-11-1-1-1-1 ].
This pair of sequences is coincide with pair that was obtained in [25] 
CONCLUSION
In the paper the direct method of groupcomplementary binary sequences construction for any length N is suggested. It was shown that inside of general group-complementary set of sequences exist a lot of group-complementary sets with less number sequences in it. That gives wide possibility for reduction number of sequences in each set.
